
Risa Ziobron
Software Release Engineer

Profile
As a Software Release Engineer with over 2 years of professional 
experience, I have had the opportunity to develop, maintain and 
troubleshoot Software Releases for a variety of clients. I have experience 
in both manual and automated methods for software deployment and 
configuration and am familiar with using version control systems such as 
Subversion, GIT and CVS. I have also worked with scripting languages such 
as Bash and Python, as well as experience in creating and maintaining 
build systems.
In my previous role, I was responsible for developing and maintaining 
the software release process for the entire organization. This included 
establishing and enforcing the release process, creating and maintaining 
the release documentation, and working with development teams 
to ensure quality software releases. I was also responsible for 
troubleshooting software deployments and investigating issues related to 
the release process.
In addition, I have gained experience in leading software release projects, 
and have worked with other departments such as Quality Assurance, 
Development and Support to ensure successful software releases. I 
have also developed strategies and processes to ensure that software 
releases are completed on time, within budget and meet the customer’s 
requirements.

Employment History
Senior Software Release Engineer at Target Corporation, MN
Nov 2022 - Present

• Led the successful deployment of Target’s e-commerce platform, 
resulting in a 7% increase in online sales and a 50% reduction in 
downtime.

• Developed an automated release process for software updates, 
resulting in a 25% decrease in release times and a 400% increase in 
accuracy.

• Developed a system for tracking and monitoring software releases, 
resulting in a 20% increase in customer satisfaction and a 40% 
decrease in customer support requests.

Software Release Engineer at 3M Company, MN
Jul 2021 - Sep 2022

• Orchestrated the successful deployment of 3M's flagship software 
product, resulting in a 20% improvement in customer satisfaction 
ratings.

• Developed and implemented an automated testing process that 
reduced manual testing time by 40%, allowing faster release cycles 
and increased customer satisfaction.

• Streamlined the software release process by introducing a new 
deployment framework that decreased deployment time by 25%.

Education
Bachelor of Science in Software Engineering at University of 
Minnesota Twin Cities, MN
Aug 2017 - May 2021

Details

risa.ziobron@gmail.com

(742) 361-2228

Minneapolis, MN

Links

linkedin.com/in/risaziobron

Skills

Version Control

Automation

Continuous Integration

Scripting

Troubleshooting

Deployment

Testing

Languages

English

Dutch

Hobbies

Programming

Video Gaming

Woodworking
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